Current avalanche advisory for: Taranaki

Issued at 12/10/2017 6:57am. Valid till 14/10/2017 6pm

High Alpine
Above 2000 meters

Alpine
1000 to 2000 meters

Sub Alpine
Below 1000 meters

Primary Avalanche Danger
Dangerous Aspects

Likelihood
Certain

Size
Largest

Likley

Unlikely

2

Highest Danger Rating

Trend

Time of day

Increasing

No change
Small

Decreasing

10am - 3pm

High Alpine: Above 2000m
Alpine: 1000 to 2000m
Low Alpine: Below 1000m

Description:
Conditions are still getting a good freeze at night
but bit of rain in the forecast. So this means
conditions will be firm under foot for any early
birds on the mountain but should soften during
the day. We are expecting things to warm up
again with the weather which will start to have
an effect on the snow pack. The concern around
wet avalanches is rising with this weather we
are starting to receive so care is going to be
needed. Use care when out and about watch for
the early warning signs the snow pack is
changing like the pin wheeling and think about
what slopes you are traversing in the
afternoons.

Current Snowpack Conditions
A spring time snow pack exists across the mountain at all elevations, so the snow pack is at one temperature zero degrees. This will fluctuate
between being wet at loose or frozen solid. Overnight we still getting a ok freeze with the cooler temperatures at night which is helping lock the
snow pack back up. This will soften quickly during the day and we will start to be more concerned around the wet avalanches again.

Recent Avalanche Activity
No recent activity on the mountain, you will see old signs of past wet avalanches still.

Mountain Weather
Warm days cool nights, will see some showers on the mountain may fall as snow before turning to rain as freezing level rises.

For more information go to: http://www.metservice.com/mountain/index

Sliding Danger
Things will be firm in the AM take care.

Forecast by Todd Cations-Velvin

